Abstract. We construct the algebraic cobordism theory of bundles and divisors on varieties. It has a simple basis (over Q) from projective spaces and its rank is equal to the number of Chern numbers. An application of this algebraic cobordism theory is the enumeration of singular subvarieties with give tangent conditions with a fixed smooth divisor, where the subvariety is the zero locus of a section of a vector bundle. We prove that the generating series of numbers of such subvarieties gives a homomorphism from the algebraic cobordism group to the power series ring. This implies that the enumeration of singular subvarieties with tangency conditions is governed by universal polynomials of Chern numbers, when the vector bundle is sufficiently ample. This result combines and generalizes the Caporaso-Harris recursive formula, Göttsche's conjecture, classical De Jonquière's Formula and node polynomials from tropical geometry.
Introduction
The number of (possibly reduced) δ-nodal degree d curves passing through general
points on the projective plane is classically known as the Severi degree N d,δ , because it is the degree of the Severi variety in |O(d)|. They remained unknown for a very long period until Caporaso and Harris [6] found a recursive formula to determine all N d,δ . This recursive formula contains not only the Severi degrees but also the number of δ-nodal curves with tangency condition at assigned points (denoted by α) and unassigned points (denoted by β), which is called the Caporaso-Harris invariants N d,δ (α, β).
Di Francesco and C. Itzykson [7] conjectured that for any fixed δ, the Severi degrees N d,δ is a polynomial in d if d is large enough. This conjecture was proven by Fomin and Mikhalkin [8] in 2009. They used methods from tropical geometry and reduced the problem to counting certain combinatorial diagrams.
For arbitrary smooth surfaces S and line bundles L, Göttsche [10] conjectured that the number of δ-nodal curves in the linear system of a sufficiently ample line bundle is given by a universal polynomial of degree δ in L 2 , LK S , c 1 (S) 2 and c 2 (S). The case of δ ≤ 3 can be computed directly by standard intersection theory and was known in the 19th century. In 1994, Vainsencher [28] proved and computed the universal polynomials for δ ≤ 6 and later Kleiman and Piene [14] improved the result to δ ≤ 8. In 2000, A.K. Liu [22, 23] proposed a proof of existence of universal polynomials for all δ using sympletic geometry.
The first complete proof of Göttsche's conjecture was achieved by showing the number of nodal curves are invariants of the algebraic cobordism group of surfaces and line Key words and phrases. curve counting, singular subvarieties, universal polynomial, Göttsche's conjecture.
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bundles by the author [27] . Kool, Shende and Thomas [16] gave another proof by different techniques in algebraic geometry.
1.1. Tangency conditions. On the projective plane, general curves intersect a fixed line at isolated points and the tangency conditions at those points can be complete classified by the intersection multiplicities, which are nonnegative integers. Therefore the tangent conditions of a plane curve with a fixed line can be recorded by two sequences of nonnegative integers α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . .) and β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . .), which indicate tangency multiplicity i at α i assigned points and β i unassigned points. The numbers of δ-nodal degree d curves which having tangency type (α, β) with a fixed line are Caporaso-Harris invariants N d,δ (α, β), Caporaso and Harris' recursive formula [6] completely determines all Caporaso-Harris invariants, but it is hard to see other structures from it. Inspired by Fomin and Mikhalkin's methods, Block [4] showed that N d,δ (α, β) are polynomials in the components of α and β multiplied by some natural coefficients if β i ≥ δ. He called them node polynomials and gave the formula when δ ≤ 6.
In higher dimensions, the tangency conditions of a subvariety with a divisor are much more complicated. If the subvarieties are vanishing locus of sections of vector bundles, then their intersections with a divisor generically have the expected dimension and may have isolated singularities. If so, the singularity must be isolated complete intersection singularities (ICIS). For this reason, in this article we only impose tangency conditions at isolated points so that generically the subvarieties and divisor still intersect transversally of expected codimension. The tangency types are recorded by two finite collections of ICIS: α (at assigned points) and β (at unassigned points). Caporaso-Harris invariants can be recovered by imposing suitable ICIS. Some cases we do not discuss include: a sphere touching a plane only at a point, or the parabolic cylinder V (z = x 2 ) intersecting the xy-plane at a double line in 3-space. Definition 1.1. Let X be a subvariety and D be a smooth divisor of a variety Y . We say X is tangent to D at p if the scheme-theoretic intersection X ∩ D is singular at p. The tangency type of X with D is the singularity type of X ∩ D.
1.2.
Non-induced singular type. In [20] , Li and the author generalized Göttsche's conjecture to curves with arbitrary singularities (also independently by [25] ). The key idea is showing the number of such varieties is an invariant of the algebraic cobordism group of bundles on varieties ω 2,1 (C).
For Caporaso-Harris invariants, general nodal curves are tangent to the fixed line at smooth points of the curves. However, in higher dimension certain tangency conditions may only occur at singular points of subvarieties. For example, consider an ICIS defined by f : (C 2 , 0) → (C 2 , 0), f (x, y) = (x 2 , y 3 ). Let C be a curve in C 3 defined by g 1 = g 2 = 0. If the intersection of C and the xy-plane has this ICIS at a point p, then the Jacobian matrix of g 1 and g 2 at p has rank at most one. Therefore C must be singular at p.
In general, consider an ICIS defined by r equations. If the Jacobian matrix of those r equations has rank less than r − 1, then any codimension r subvariety with tangency type with a divisor of this ICIS must be singular at the point, since the Jacobian matrix of the defining equations has rank less than r. Then this point can be counted as a tangency point or a singular point, and there are many possible singularity types. The following definition is made to avoid the ambiguity. Definition 1.2. Let X be a subvariety and D be a smooth divisor of a variety Y . A non-induced singularity point of X is a singular point of X which is not on D. The non-induced singular type of X is the collection of ICIS of X at its non-induced singular points.
If X is singular at p ∈ X ∩ D and X ∩ D has codimension 1 in X. Then a computation of tangent spaces shows X ∩ D must be singular at p. As a result, X is always tangent to D at singular points of X, if the points lie on D. Therefore the singular points of X are either on D or non-induced.
1.3. Main results. If δ is a collection of ICIS, denote the number of elements in δ by |δ|. A vector bundle E on Y is k-very ample if for every zero-dimensional scheme Z of length k + 1 in Y , the natural restriction map
Theorem 1.1. Fix two positive integers n and r and collections of dimension n − r ICIS δ and dimension n − r − 1 ICIS β, there is a universal polynomial T ∅,β,δ of degree |β| + |δ| with the following property. For any smooth variety Y of dimension n, any smooth divisor D ⊂ Y and any (N (β) + N (δ) + n − r + 1)-very ample vector bundle E of rank r, the number of subvarieties in a (τ (δ) + τ (β))-dimensional general linear subspace V ⊂ P 0 (H 0 (E)) with non-induced singularity type δ and tangency type β with a fixed smooth divisor D at unassigned points is given by plugging in T ∅,β,δ with the Chern numbers of Y , D, and E.
Remark. In the case of counting hypersurfaces, if X is defined by f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and p is a given point on D := (x 1 = 0) near p, then X is tangent to D at p means f (p) = ∂f ∂x i (p) = 0 for i = 2, . . . , n. The conditions for p to be a singular point of X is f (p) = ∂f ∂x i (p) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Since the codimension of the former is n and the latter is n + 1, in the generic case (which can be guaranteed if the line bundle is sufficient ample), we can drop the "non-induced" assumption in the theorem. In other words, for general linear subspace V ⊂ P(H 0 (E)), the subvarieties enumerated by Theorem 1.1 is tangent to D at smooth points of X and the non-induced singular type equals the singular type of X.
Since the degrees of universal polynomials are known, their coefficients can be computed by special cases. Consider the generating series
The following theorem gives the structure of the generating series. It gives many relations between universal polynomials. Theorem 1.2. If {Θ 1 , Θ 2 , . . . , Θ m } forms a basis of the finite-dimensional Q-vector space of graded degree n polynomials in the Chern classes of 
The theorems above are proven by showing T ∅ (and therefore its coefficients) are invariants of the algebraic cobordism group of bundles and divisors of varieties.
1.4. An Outline of the paper. Algebraic cobordism theory of bundles on varieties is reviewed in Section 2 and we generalize it to arbitrary number of bundles. Algebraic cobordism theory of bundles and divisors on varieties is studied in Section 3. We prove that there is a natural isomorphism between these two algebraic cobordism theories and determine a natural basis. Our next goal is the enumeration of singular varieties of a fixed tangency type with a divisor. We begin with a brief review about facts of isolated complete intersection singularities and notations in Section 4. Then in Section 5, the number of singular varieties is expressed as an intersection number on Hilbert schemes of points and a degeneration formula is derived. The degeneration formula combined with the structure of algebraic cobordism group lead us to the proof of main theorems in Section 6. In the last section, we provide a list of current developments of the enumeration of singular varieties with tangency conditions. 1.5. Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Dawei Chen and Jun Li for convincing me in the beginning that the construction in this paper is possible. We also thank Jason Lo, Lawrence Ein, Ziyu Zhang, Y.P. Lee, and Baosen Wu for helpful discussions.
2. Algebraic cobordism of bundles on varieties 2.1. Algebraic cobordism ring of varieties. In this section, we will study the algebraic cobordism theory of arbitrary number of bundles on varieties. First we give an exposition of the algebraic cobordism theory of varieties in [18] and the algebraic cobordism theory of a pair of variety and bundle in [17] . Then we show how these theories can be (rather straightforwardly) generalized to arbitrary number of bundles over varieties following the approach in [17] .
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, Sch k be the category of separated schemes of finite type over k, and Sm k be the full subcategory of smooth quasi-projective k-schemes.
For X ∈ Sch k , let M(X) be the set of the isomorphism classes over X of projective morphisms f : M → X with M ∈ Sm k . The set M(X) is graded by the dimension of M and it has the structure of a monoid under disjoint of domains. Let M + * (X) be the graded group completion of M(X) and [f : M → X] be the element in M + * (X) for f . Consider projective morphisms
where p 2 : X × P 1 → P 1 is the projection to the second factor, Y ∈ Sm k and X ∈ Sch k . We say π 2 is a double point degeneration
2 (0) is a smooth fiber over 0, and π 
1 The point 0 can be replaced by any regular value of π. is a P 1 bundle over B. Then the double point relation over X defined by π is
Denote the subgroup of M * (X) + generated by all double point relations over X by R * (X). The algebraic cobordism theory ω * is defined by
Since the double point relation is homogeneous, ω * (X) is graded by the dimension of the domain. The first algebraic cobordism theory Ω * was constructed by Morel and Levine [19] to be the universal oriented Borel-Moore homology theory of schemes. A key theorem of [18] is a canonical isomorphism between the two theories ω * and Ω * In particular, if k is a field, we abbreviate Ω * (Spec k) to be Ω(k) and ω * (Spec k) to be ω * (k). Morel and Levine showed that Ω * (k) is isomorphic to the Lazard ring L * , which implies L * is also isomorphic to ω * (k). It is well known that L * ⊗ Z Q has a basis formed by products of projective spaces, hence
where λ runs over all partitions of nonnegative integers.
Bundles on varieties.
The construction of algebraic cobordism theory was first generalized to pairs [S, L] for a smooth surface S and a line bundle L. The resulting algebraic cobordism group ω 2,1 (C) played a central role in the proofs of the formula of generating series of Donaldson-Thomas invariants in [18] and Göttsche's conjecture in [27] . More generally, Lee and Pandharipande in [17] constructed the algebraic cobordism theory of a pair of smooth variety and vector bundle. We first recall their definitions and main results.
For X ∈ Sch k , let M n,r (X) be the set of isomorphism classes [f : M → X, E] with M ∈ Sm k of dimension n, E a vector bundle on M of rank r, and f projective. Let M + n,r (X) denote the group completion of M n,r (X). Suppose the projective morphism π : Y → X × P 1 together with π 2 = p 2 • π : Y → P 1 give a double point degeneration over X and E is a vector bundle over Y . Denote the restriction of E to Y i by E i for i = 0, 1, 2 and the pullback of the restriction of E to B via the morphism X 3 → B by E 3 . The double point relation of bundles over varieties defined by π and E over X is
Denote R n,r (X) ⊂ M n,r (X) + to be subgroup generated by all double point relations over X. The algebraic cobordism group of bundles of rank r over varieties of dimension n is defined by the quotient ω n,r (X) := M n,r (X) + /R n,r (X).
The graded sum
is an ω * (k)-module via product (and pullback). It is also a ω * (X)-module if X ∈ Sm k . The main result of [17] is a natural basis of ω n,r (k) and the dimension of ω n,r (k) ⊗ Z Q. A partition pair of size n and type r is a pair (λ, µ) where (1) λ is a partition of n, (2) µ is a subpartition of λ of length l(µ) ≤ r.
The second condition means µ is a obtained by deleting some parts of λ. In particular, µ is allowed to be empty or equal to λ if l(λ) ≤ r. Two subpartitions are equivalent if they only differ by permuting equal parts of λ.
Let P n,r be the set of equivalent classes of all partition pairs of size n and type r. To each (λ, µ) ∈ P n,r , we can associate an element φ(λ, µ) ∈ ω n,r (k) as follows. Suppose
. To each part m of µ, let L m be the line bundle on P λ obtained by pulling back O P m (1) via the projection P λ → P m . Define
Lee and Pandharipande [17, Theorem 1] proved that for any nonnegative integer n and r,
This result means {φ(λ, µ)|(λ, µ) ∈ P n,r } form a basis of ω n,r (k) ⊗ Z Q and the dimension of ω n,r (k) ⊗ Z Q is the cardinality of P n,r . The dimension of ω n,r (k) ⊗ Z Q is also equal to total number of degree n monomials in Chern classes of dimension n varieties and rank r vector bundles because the Chern numbers given by these polynomials are the only invariants of ω n,r (k) ⊗ Z Q [17, Theorem 4] . The special case of r = 0 reduces to algebraic cobordism ring of varieties in (2.2).
Moreover, ω * ,r (k) is a free ω * (k)-module with basis
where the sum is over all partitions λ of length at most r [17, Theorem 2]. Once we understand the structure of ω * ,r (k), ω * ,r (X) is simply an extension of scalars of ω * because
is an isomorphism [17, Theorem 3].
2.3. Lists of bundles. To prove (2.3), Lee and Pandharipande defined the algebraic cobordism group of lists of line bundles ω n,1 r (X). The construction of ω n,1 r (X) is similar to ω n,r (X) with only two exceptions. First, the elements in ω n,1 r (X) are isomorphism classes of the form
. . , L r is an ordered list of line bundles on M . Second, the double point relation
is given by a double point degeneration π : Y → X × P 1 and an a ordered list of line bundles L 1 , . . . , L r on Y such that L i,j are line bundles on Y i from L j in the same manner of Section 2.2. More generally, one can analogously define the theory of algebraic cobordism of lists of vector bundles on varieties to be ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) = M n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) + /R n,r 1 ,...,r k (X).
Here M n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) + is the free abelian group over Z generated by isomorphism classes of [f : M → X, E 1 , . . . , E k ] with rank E i = r i . The double point relation is the same as (2.4) except now E i and E ij are vector bundles. R n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) is the subgroup generated by double point relations. Therefore ω n,1 k (X) is a special case of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) with all r i = 1. The graded sum
is an ω * (k)-module via product (and pullback). If X ∈ Sm k , then ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) is also a module over the ring ω * (X). 
the union of µ 1 , . . . , µ k is a subpartition of λ.
Two partition lists (λ, µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) and (λ ′ , µ ′ 1 , . . . , µ ′ k ) are equivalent if permuting equal parts of λ makes µ ′ i become µ i . Let P n,r 1 ,...,r k be the set of partition lists of size n and type (r 1 , . . . , r k ). For example,
in ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) (recall L m be the line bundle on P λ obtained by pulling back O P m (1) via the projection P λ → P m ). Since ∪µ i is a subpartition of λ, the line bundles L m in φ(λ, µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) all come from distinct factors of P λ .
The following theorem describes a basis of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) ⊗ Z Q.
Theorem 2.1. For n, r 1 , . . . , r k ≥ 0, we have
Proof. Let m ⊂ ω * (k) be the ideal generated by varieties of positive dimension. Define the graded quotient
from the ω * (k)-module structure of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k). Lemma 13 in [17] and the discussion after it imply that for any smooth variety Y and vector bundle E of rank r on Y , there exists a birational morphismŶ → Y such that
If we apply this fact r times, every
..,r k (Y ) for someȲ and line bundles L ij onȲ . After pushing forward to X,
The double point relation for the list of line
by taking direct sums of line bundles. Therefore there is a group homomorphism from ω n,1 r i (X) to ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) which also a homomorphism of ω * (k)-modules. Moreover, the discussion above shows this morphism is surjective and [17, Proposition 10] implies ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is generated by
We now prove the result by induction on n. The n = 0 case is trivial. Assume the result is true for all n ′ < n, then
As a result, the dimension of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) ⊗ Z Q is less or equal to the size of P n,r 1 ,...,r k . We will see dim ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) ⊗ Z Q ≥ |P n,r 1 ,...,r k | in the next Theorem so we conclude these generators form a basis of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) ⊗ Z Q.
Let C n,r 1 ,...,r k be the finite-dimensional Q-vector space of graded degree n polynomials in the Chern classes of
Proof. The proof of [17, Proposition 5] can be applied directly to show the Chern invariants respect algebraic cobordism by a splitting argument for all E i . Therefore the integration map descends to a well-defined bilinear map
To prove the map is an isomorphism, we follow the same line in [17, Section 1] . Let Q n,r 1 ,...,r k be the set of partition lists (ν, µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) where (1) every µ i is a partition of size |µ i | and
Taking the number of parts equal to m in µ i to the power of c m (E i ) defines a bijective correspondence between Q n,r 1 ,...,r k and the monomials in C n,r 1 ,...,r k . Let C(ν, µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) be the image of (ν, µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) in C n,r 1 ,...,r k . On the other hand, there is a natural bijection
is the partition obtained by transposing the Young diagram of µ i . Hence µ t i has length at most r i . In particular |P n,r 1 ,...,r k | = dim C n,r 1 ,...,r k . Now we define a partial ordering on the monomials in C n,r 1 ,...,r k (and on Q n,r 1 ,...,r k via the bijection). If F and G are two monomials in C n,r 1 ,...,r k and
i=0 in F and G. We say F < G if a r k < b r k or a j = b j for all j > i and a i < b i . This partial ordering agrees with the one defined on C n,r in [17,
If M n,r 1 ,...,r k is the matrix with rows and columns indexed by Q n,r 1 ,...,r k and has entries
). The proof of Lemma 7 in [17] can be applied to show
As a result, M n,r 1 ,...,r k is a block lower triangular matrix and the block are determined by all (ν, µ 1 . . . , µ k ) with the same µ k . As in the proof of [17, Proposition 8] , the block corresponding to µ k is the matrix M n−|µ k |,r 1 ,...,r k−1 . Since the base case k = 1, 0 is already established there, an inductive argument shows M n,r 1 ,...,r k is a nonsingular matrix and ρ is an isomorphism.
The structure of ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) over Z is determined by:
where the sum is over all partitions (µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) with length l(µ i ) ≤ r i .
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have seen ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) can be generated by
Hence ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is generated by the same set and the subgroups
Since ω * (k) ∼ = L and it is well known that L i is a free Z-module of rank equal to the number of partitions of i. Using induction we can choose |P n,r 1 ,...,r k | elements to generate ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) over Z. From Theorem 2.1, ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k (k)⊗ Z Q has dimension |P n,r 1 ,...,r k | thus there are no relations among these generators.
In fact, ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (k) determines ω n,r 1 ,...,r k (X) for general X ∈ Sch k . Theorem 2.4. The algebraic cobordism theory of bundles on varieties ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k is an extension of scalars of the original algebraic cobordism theory ω * (X), i.e.
is an isomorphism.
in ω * ,r 1 ,...,r k (Y ) for someȲ and line bundles L ij onȲ . Taking suitable direct sum of line bundles in the surjectivity argument and applying the pairing C ψ for every bundle in the injectivity argument of [17, Section 4] will prove the result.
Algebraic cobordism group of bundles and divisors on varieties
Since our goal is to count singular subvarieties with tangency conditions with a smooth divisor by deriving a degeneration formula, in this section we will study the algebraic cobordism group of bundles and divisors on varieties.
3.1. Settings. Let D be a reduced effective Cartier divisor (including D = 0) on a smooth k-scheme Y with irreducible components D 1 , . . . , D s . For I ⊂ {1, . . . , s}, we set
Recall that D is a strict normal crossing divisor if for each I, D I is smooth over k and the codimension of D I in Y is |I|.
For X ∈ Sch k , let N n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) be the set of the isomorphism classes of lists
where f : M → X is a projective morphism with M ∈ Sm k of dimension n, E i are vector bundles of rank r i on M , and s i=1 D i is a strict normal crossing divisor in M . The set N n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) is graded by the dimension of M and let N + n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) be the group completion of N n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) over Z. Suppose a projective morphism π : Y → X × P 1 together with π 2 = p 2 • π : Y → P 1 give a double point relation over X. Recall Y 0 := π −1 2 (0) is the smooth fiber over 0, and π
be vector bundles on Y and {D j } s j=1 be smooth effective divisors on Y . Assume every D j intersects Y i and B transversally along smooth divisors and s j=1 D j is a strict normal crossing divisor in Y . Denote the restriction of E j to Y i by E ij for i = 0, 1, 2 and call E 3j the pullback of the restriction of E j to B via the morphism
Suppose
Denote the subgroup of N + n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) generated by double point relations (3.1) by Q n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X). The algebraic cobordism group of divisors and bundles over varieties is defined by
is an ω * (k)-module via product (and pullback). For simplicity we usually write the list [f :
. Since π i is a partition of length at most 1, it is either a positive integer m or the empty set ∅. If π i = ∅, set H i to be the divisor 0. If π i = (m), let H i be the inverse image of a hyperplane of P m via the projection map P λ → P m . Define
Theorem 3.1. The natural map
induces an isomorphism
as abelian groups or as ω * (k)-modules.
It is easy to see the map sends ψ(λ; π i ; µ j ) to φ(λ, π i , µ j ). Theorem 3.1 together with Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 give a natural basis of ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k). (λ; π 1 , . . . , π s ; µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) .
The ω * (k)-module ν * ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is free with basis
where the sum is over partitions (π 1 , . . . , π s , µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) with length l(π i
is a well-defined morphism of abelian groups or ω * (k)-modules.
gives a double point relation in ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X). This is because D j intersect transversally with Y i and B along smooth divisors and
. The addition and ω * (k)-module structure on both sides are compatible so the map induces a morphism of abelian groups or ω * (k)-modules from ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) → ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X).
Lemma 3.4. The morphism ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) → ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is surjective.
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is generated by ω * (k)·φ(λ, π i , µ j ) over Z. Since φ(λ, π i , µ j ) is the image of ψ(λ; π i ; µ j ) the map is surjective.
] where p : P Ds := P(O ⊗ N M/Ds ) → D s and D ∞ ∼ = D s is the section of P Ds at infinity. If we call P to be the subgroup of ν * ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) generated by elements of the form
where V is a smooth variety of dimension n − 1, N is a line bundle and E j are vector bundles of rank r i on V , ∪D i is a strictly normal crossing divisors in V , and s is a section of p : Then ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,. ..,r k (k) is generated by elements with D s = 0 and P . Now we treat elements in P . Suppose
given by a double point degeneration π : V → P 1 , divisors D i of V, a line bundle N and vector bundles E j on V. Then P V (O ⊕ N ) → P 1 , the section s = P V (O V ) and the pullback of D i and E j yield a double point relation
As a result, P naturally inherits double point relations from N
defines a surjective homomorphism from ν n−1,1 s−1 ,1,r 1 ,...,r k to P . By induction on s, ν n−1,1 s−1 ,1,r 1 ,...,r k is generated by
) where λ ′ is the union of all π i and µ j except π s . The degeneration to the normal cone of a hyperplane H m+1 in P m+1 yield the double point relation
Multiplying the family by M and P λ ′ and adding H i , E j give a double point relation
as the sum of elements with
. Therefore P is spanned by these elements over Z.
It is easy to see
] defines an isomorphism from ν n,1 s−1 ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) to the subgroup of ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) with
, 0; µ j ). They generate the subgroup of ν n,1 s−1 ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) with D s = 0 and this completes our proof. Proposition 3.6. The morphism ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) → ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is injective.
Proof. ν * ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) is generated by
over Z. The morphism sends {ω * (k) · ψ(∪π i ∪ µ j ; π i ; µ j )} to {ω * (k) · φ(∪π i ∪ µ j , π i , µ j )} and the latter by Theorem 2.3 has no nontrivial relation in ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k). Now we have proved ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k) ∼ = ω n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k). The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be complete by the following theorem and Theorem 2.4. Theorem 3.7. The algebraic cobordism theory of bundles and divisors on varieties ν * ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k is an extension of scalars of the algebraic cobordism theory ω * , i.e.
Proof. The morphism
Proposition 3.5 still holds when every scheme is over base X. So ν * ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) is generated by elements of the form
The line bundles O(H i ) and each factor L m defines a projective morphism
). Then the discussion in the beginning of Section 4 in [17] shows ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X)/m · ν n,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (X) is generated by ω δ (X) and ν n−δ,1 s ,r 1 ,...,r k (k). It follows that γ X is surjective by the proof of [17, Proposition 14].
Notations for singularity and tangency conditions
4.1. Singularities. First, we recall some results in singularity theory from [24] . Let (X, x) be an isolated complete intersection singularity (ICIS) of dimension p. Suppose (X, x) can be locally embedded in C N so that X is locally defined by common zeros of
The miniversal deformation space of the ICIS (X, x) exists and its dimension is equal to the Tjurina number
).
Two map-germs f, g : (C N , 0) → (C N −p , 0) define the same ICIS if they are Kequivalent, i.e. there exists a commutative diagram
in which the vertical maps are biholomorphisms. It is well known [31] that every ICIS is finitely determined, which means if f defines an ICIS then there exists a finite integer k such that any map-germ g with the same k-jet defines the same ICIS. If this holds then we say the ICIS is k-determined. 
and N (δ) be the length of the zero-dimensional scheme ξ(δ). It is easy to see the isomorphism class of ξ(δ), k(δ) and N (δ) can be computed from any representation of δ. Let δ = (δ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ |δ| ) be a collection of ICIS. A variety X has singularity type δ if X is singular at exactly |δ| points {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x |δ| } and the singularity at x i is exactly δ i . Such variety must contain a subscheme isomorphic to
The number τ (δ) is the expected number of conditions for a subvariety to have singularity type δ.
4.2.
Tangency conditions. Let Y be a smooth variety of dimension n, E be a vector bundle of rank r and D is a smooth divisor in Y . If E is globally generated, the zeros of generic sections of E will be dimension n − r. Recall in introduction we explained why the tangency conditions are recorded by two collections of ICIS α (at assigned points) and β (at unassigned points). Here we further assume the dimensions of ICIS in α and β are n − r − 1.
Denote the numbers of ICIS in α and β by |α| and |β| and index them by α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α |α| ), β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β |β| ).
Fix a collection of distinct points
If s is a section of E, assume its zero locus X is a reduced subvariety of dimension n − r and denote the smooth locus of X by X sm . For any sequence α and β, we say the subvariety X has tangency type (α, β) with D if there are |β| distinct points {q j } 1≤j≤|β| in D\Ω, such that the scheme-theoretical intersection of D and X has singularity type α i at p i and β j at q j . The condition D ∩ X has a given ICIS at some point p ∈ D is equivalent to say the restriction of s on D defines the ICIS at p. Since D is smooth everywhere, the expected codimension of this condition is the Tjurina number τ of this ICIS. If the point p is given, then the expected codimension becomes τ + n − 1. As a result, the expected codimension of tangency type (α, β) is codim(α, β) := (n − 1)|α| + τ (α) + τ (β).
Example 4.1. If X is a curve, X is tangent to D of multiplicity k at a smooth point if and only if X ∩ D has the ICIS (Spec C[t]/t k , 0). The expected codimension for X to be tangent to D of multiplicity k at unassigned point is k − 1. If tangency multiplicity k at an assigned point is required, then the expected codimension is n − k − 2.
Degeneration formula
In this section we show the numbers of singular subvarieties with tangency conditions can be expressed as an intersection numbers on Hilbert schemes of points under ampleness assumptions (Proposition 5.3). Then we show the intersection numbers behave nicely under double point relations by proving a degeneration formula (Corollary 5.6, 5.7). The degeneration formula combined with the basis of the algebraic cobordism groups discussed in Section 3 will lead us to the existence of universal polynomials and the formula for generating series in Section 6. We call E k-very ample if for every zero-dimensional scheme Z of length k + 1 in Y , the natural restriction map
For simplicity, let N = N (α, β, δ), c = codim(α, β)+τ (δ) be the expected codimension for having non-induced singularity δ and tangency type (α, β) with D. Let
Next we compute the dimension of Y Ω (α, β, δ). If f is a representative of a single ICIS δ, since δ is k(δ)-determined,
C n ,0 ) holds if and only if g = (g 1 , . . . , g r ) also defines δ. These two subschemes are equal for general choices of g i in f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f r +m
and the dimension for all choices of g 1 , . . . , g r is
.
Let H be the direct sum of r copies of degree at most k(δ) polynomials in x 1 , . . . , x n . A deformation of f over H is give by F (x, h) = f (x) + h(x). Since δ is k(δ)-determined, this deformation of f is versal and the dimension of H equals τ (δ) plus the dimension of k(δ)-jets g which also define δ. As a result, that the dimension of choosing an subscheme η corresponding to δ is
Therefore the dimension of choosing |δ| k=1 η |α|+|β|+k is rN (δ) − τ (δ). For β, the only difference is that the subschemes are supported on D. If we change n to n − 1 above, the same argument holds and the dimension of choosing 
Proof. Recall we write
Let {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s c } ⊂ H 0 (E) be a coordinate system of V , then {q * p * s i } c i=0 are global sections of E [N ] . By the ampleness assumption, 
Every point in W ∩ Y (α, β, δ) corresponds to a section s ∈ span{s 0 , . . . , s c } which vanishes at a point in Y 0 (α, β, δ). We need to show the vanishing locus of such s must be a subvariety with non-induced singularity types δ and tangent type (α, β) with D. Denote the zero locus of s by X and let X contain the zero-dimensional subscheme
The argument is divided into three steps.
Step 1. For general V , we show all such subvarieties X ∈ Λ α,β,δ (Y, D, E) must have dimension n − r and every singular point of X must lie in supp η. We will prove it by contradiction.
Suppose X has a singular point disjoint from the support of η or the dimension of X is greater than n − r. then X must contain a zero-dimensional subscheme in
. Since V is general and E is (N + n − r + 1)-very ample, the number of such subvarieties can be computed by
But the cycle vanishes because
So such X does not exist.
Step 2. We prove that subvarieties in Λ α,β,δ (Y, D, E) must have non-induced singularity type δ. Let X, s and η be same as above. By Step 1 we know X has exactly |δ| non-induced singular points on the support of |δ| i=1 η |α|+|β|+i . If the non-induced singularity type of X is not δ, without loss of generality we can assume the singularity type at the point y 1 (which is defined to be the support of η |α|+|β|+1 ) is not δ 1 .
Fix an isomorphism between (Y, y 1 ) with (C n , 0). Let g 1 = · · · = g r = 0 be the local equations of X ⊂ Y at y 1 and η |α|+|β|+1 be Spec
. Because η |α|+|β|+1 is a subscheme of X, the ideal f 1 , . . . , f r , m
otherwise by the finite determinacy theorem the singularity type of X at y 1 is δ 1 . Then there must be an ideal J satisfying
and length(O C n ,0 /J) = length(η |α|+|β|+1 ) + 1 corresponds to a codimension 1 subspace in the vector space spanned by the images of
. Therefore the dimension of all choices of J is no greater than r − 1.
If we allow η |α|+|β|+1 to vary, the dimension of such J is no greater than r − 1 plus the dimension of all η |α|+|β|+1 . Since X contains Spec O Y,y 1 /J and η\η |α|+|β|+1 , a similar argument to step 1 imply such X must contribute to intersection of N ] ) is empty. Therefore by symmetry for general V , X has non-induced singularity type precisely δ.
Step 3. We prove for general V , subvarieties in Λ α,β,δ (Y, D, E) must have tangent type (α, β) with D.
Since X contains
η k ⊂ D, the definition of η k ensures that X has tangency type "at least" (α, β) with D at the support of |α|+|β| i=1 η i . If X is tangent to D at another point, then D ∩ X is not smooth there and the tangent space at this point is at least (n − r)-dimensional. Therefore, X ∩ D contains a subscheme Z ∼ = Spec C[x 1 , . . . , x n−r ]/(x 1 , . . . , x n−r ) 2 which is disjoint from |α|+|β| k=1 η k . All such Z form a subset of D [n−r+1] of dimension n − 1 + (r − 1)(n − r) where n − 1 comes from the choice of point on D and (r − 1)(n − r) from the choice of x 1 , . . . , x n−r in x 1 , . . . , x n−1 . Using a similar argument in Step 2 and the fact that E is (N +n−r)-very ample, those X containing Z ∪ η in V can be computed by the intersection of c r(
. The dimension of this cycle is negative so such X does not exist. Therefore we can conclude X is tangent to D at exactly |α| + |β| points.
If the tangency type of X and D is still not (α, β), it must due to a different ICIS at one of the tangency points on D ∩ X. Suppose this happens at an unassigned point, which can be assumed to be q = supp η |α|+1 without loss of generality. The argument in Step 2 can be applied here with Y replaced by D. It shows X must contain the union of Spec O D,q /J with i∈{1,2,...,|α|+|β|+|δ|}\{|α|+1} η i for some J such that the length of Spec O D,q /J is N (β 1 ) + 1. Since E is N -very ample, such X must contribute to intersection of c r(N +1)−c (E [N +1] ) and the closure of all possible Spec O D,q /J union i∈{1,2,...,|α|+|β|+|δ|}\{|α|+1} η i in Y [N +1] . All possible Spec O D,q /J form a subset of dimension no greater than r −1 plus the dimension of all η |α|+1 . Thus for dimension reason this cycle is empty and tangency type of X with D at unassigned points must be β.
If the tangency type of D and X is not α k at an assigned point p k , we can modify the argument above by considering q = p k . Then all possible Spec O D,p k /J still form a subset of dimension no greater than r−1 plus the dimension of all η k . Thus for dimension reason it can not happen and the tangency type of X with D must be (α, β).
Currently there is no method to evaluate d α,β,δ (Y, D, E) directly. In the next subsection we will derive a degeneration formula for d α,β,δ under double point relations.
5.2. Relative Hilbert schemes. To set up, we recall some useful facts about the relative Hilbert schemes constructed by Li and Wu [21] . Let U be a smooth irreducible curve and ∞ ∈ U be a specialized point. Consider a flat projective family of schemes π : Y → U which satisfies (1) Y is smooth and π is smooth away from the fiber π −1 (∞); 
where
over ∞ consists of length n zerodimensional subschemes supported on the smooth locus of
for some i. These Z 1 and Z 2 belongs to the relative Hilbert scheme (Y i /B) [k] and the decomposition gives
Li and Wu proved that the moduli stack Y [n] is a separated and proper Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type over U . 
The proof of Lemma 5.2 can be applied to show 
where the union is over all β j and δ j satisfying
Proof. For simplicity we write N = N (α)+N (β)+N (δ) and
Since the fibers of π are smooth away from B, for every point p in Y\B one can choose an analytic neighborhood V p such that π : V p → U is a trivial fibration over its image in U . Since D and the image of sections σ i are a submanifolds of Y, we can further assume D is the zero locus of a coordinate function of V p if p ∈ D and if p is in the image of a section σ i then the image locally gives the coordinate along the direction of U .
Assume z is a point in Y(α, β, δ) which lies over ∞. Write z = ∪z k so that each z k is only supported at one point p k . Then every p k must belong to the smooth locus of a component ∆ of a semistable model
Since z is in the closure of Y 0 (α, β, δ), there is a sequence of points {z j } in Y 0 (α, β, δ) approaching z. By shrinking V p k if necessary and taking large enough j, we can assume {V p k } are pairwise disjoint and all z j are contained in ∪ k V p k . As a result, the sequence {z j } can be decomposed into disjoint sequences z jk → z k in V p k . Since V p k ⊂ Y → U is a trivial fibration over its image, there is another trivial projection in the complementary direction called q k : V p k → ∆ which projects V p k along the direction of U onto a small open neighborhood of p k on ∆.
Because z jk are subschemes of fibers, the trivial projection q k does not change their isomorphism types. In addition, our choice of coordinate functions assures that q k sends points on D to D and σ i (t) to σ i (∞). Therefore
(α 2 , β 2 , δ 2 ) for some β j , δ j and Ω j and its limit z is in the closure (
On the other hand, (
is a subset of Y(α, β, δ) because the trivialized neighborhood allows subschemes to be moved away from the fiber of ∞ along fibers of q k . So for every point in (Y 1 /B) 0
The open part Y 0 (α, β, δ) is irreducible and it dominates the curve U . Since the scheme structure of Y(α, β, δ) is the induced reduced structure, Y(α, β, δ) is flat over U .
Suppose (π : Y → P 1 , D, E) gives a double point relation in the algebraic cobordism ring of varieties and bundles constructed in Section 3. By definition, the fiber of π over 0 is smooth but other fibers may not be smooth.
and there is an open set U of P 1 containing 0 and ∞ such that Y × P 1 U → U satisfies Assumption 5.4. Then
where the sum is over all β j and δ j satisfying β = β 1 ∪ β 2 and δ = δ 1 ∪ δ 2 .
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, 
Universal polynomials and generating series
In this section, we will combine the degeneration formula (Corollary 5.7) and the algebraic cobordism group of bundles and divisors on varieties ν n,1,r in Section 3 to prove the existence of universal polynomials of subvarieties with given singular type and tangency type (∅, β). Moreover, the generating series of these polynomials is multiplicative, which can be used to determine their leading terms.
The reason we only consider the case α is empty is because not all double point degenerations satisfy Assumption 5.4. If tangency conditions at assigned points are proposed, the generating series of the numbers of such subvarieties is not simply a multiplicative invariant of ν n,1,r (k). The case involving general α will be discussed in another upcoming article [26] .
For each ICIS δ, let z δ be a formal variable indexed by δ. If δ = {δ i } is a collection of ICIS then write z δ = z δ i . It is easy to see z δ 1 · z δ 2 is equal to z δ if and only if δ is the union of δ 1 and δ 2 and the multiplication is commutative. For collections of ICIS (α, β), variables and their products x α and y β are defined similarly.
Definition 6.1. For a rank r vector bundle E and a smooth divisor D on a smooth n-dimensional variety Y , define the generating series
If B is a smooth divisor of Y which intersects D transversally, let
Remark. By definition if α, β and δ are all empty, d α,β,δ (Y, D, E) = 1 because 1 is the degree of P(H 0 (E)) in itself.
in the algebraic cobordism group of divisors and bundles constructed in Section 3. Then
In other words, T ∅ induces a homomorphism from the algebraic cobordism group ν n,1,r
where the sum is over all β j and δ j satisfying β = β 1 ∪ β 2 and δ = δ 1 ∪ δ 2 . This is equivalent to
To derive a relation of generating series without relative terms, we apply this equality to four families: Y, the blowup of Y 1 × P 1 along B × {∞}, the blowup of Y 2 × P 1 along B × {∞}, and the blowup of The following expression reduces the computation of universal polynomials to finding linear polynomials. Remark. By [14] , for nodal curves on surfaces with at most eight nodes and no tangency condition, the coefficients of a ∅,δ are all integers. This might still be true in general, but we do not know how to prove it.
The existence of universal polynomials can be easily deduced now. On the other hand, if we let z δ = 0 for all δ in T ∅ (S, D, L), the result is the generating series of numbers of smooth curves in |L| tangent to the divisor D. These numbers only depend on D and L| D , not on S. Therefore the coefficients of z δ = 0 in A i is 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 and the coefficients of z δ = 0 in A 5 , A 6 and A 7 are totally determined by De Jonquière's Formula.
Formulas
Although we have expressed the universal polynomials as intersection numbers on Hilbert schemes, computing them from this point of view is not easy because the cycle Y (α, β, δ) is usually very singular. Therefore the existing results come from wide range of methods and usually only work in special situations. In our framework, those
• In a series of paper ( [11, 12] and a lot more on line), M. Kazarian showed Legendre characteristic classes should give universal polynomials for singular hypersurfaces, and they are independent of the dimension! The explicit formulas of Legendre characteristic classes when the codimension is less or equal to six are listed in [11] . They agree with Kleiman and Piene's results on surfaces. The transversality conditions and the domain of universality are quite subtle.
